Two mass spectrometers aboard the Cassini spacecraft, the Cosmic Dust Analyzer (CDA) and the Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS), performed compositional in situ measurements of material emerging from the subsurface of Enceladus. These measurements were made inside both the plume and Saturn's E-ring which is formed by ice grains escaping Enceladus' gravity^[@R16]^.

The CDA records time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectra of cations generated by high-velocity impacts of individual grains onto a rhodium target with a mass resolution of m/Δm ≈ 20--50^[@R14],[@R17]^. Previous CDA measurements showed that about 25% of E-ring ice grain spectra, so-called Type 2 spectra, exhibit organic material^[@R8],[@R9],[@R14]^. A subgroup (≈ 3%) of Type 2 spectra ([Methods 1b](#S4){ref-type="sec"},[c](#S5){ref-type="sec"}, [Extended Data (ED) Tab. 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) is characterized by a sequence of repetitive peaks beyond 80u usually separated by mass intervals of 12u to 13u in most cases ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This sequence in most cases extends up to the maximum mass nominally covered by CDA at about 200u. The broad and irregular shape of the peaks indicates that they are composed of multiple unresolved overlapping mass lines ([Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [ED Fig. 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The mass intervals between the peaks suggest organic species with an increasing number of carbon atoms (C~7~ -- C~15~), which we refer to as High Mass Organic Cations (HMOC). While an interval of 14u would indicate the addition of a saturated CH~2~ group to an organic 'backbone', the actual average mass difference of 12.5u indicates the presence of predominately unsaturated carbon atoms.

In principle each HMOC peak could be derived from a different parent molecule. However, monotonic decrease without major intensity variations from 77u to 191u ([Fig.1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [ED Fig. 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) rather indicate fragments from higher-mass parent molecules (outside the CDA's nominal mass range) and not a conglomerate of several molecules with masses below 200u. This interpretation is consistent with the observation that the detection probability increases with impact speed ([Methods 1c](#S5){ref-type="sec"}, [ED Tab. 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), increasing the available energy for fragmentation and ionization. A similar fragmentation pattern has been observed in impact experiments with polymers^[@R18],[@R19]^ containing aromatic subunits ([ED Fig. 2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [Methods 2](#S7){ref-type="sec"}).

In addition to the nominal mass spectrum (1u to ≈200u) CDA records extended TOF-spectra of the same individual grains up to about 8000u with resolution and sensitivity uniformly reduced by a factor of ten. These extended spectra exhibit abundant macromolecular cations with masses in excess of 200u in most HMOC-type spectra ([ED Fig. 5](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). This further supports the interpretation that fragmentation of macromolecular parent molecules or networks creates the HMOC.

The HMOC sequence always appears together with intense non-water signatures below 80u ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) offering further compositional and structural constraints. Although there is some variation ([ED Figs. 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) non-water peaks are arranged in 6 groups at 15u, 27 - 31u, 38 - 45u, 51 - 58u, 63 - 67u, and 77 - 79u and like the HMOC pattern indicate a sequence of organic species with increasing number of carbon atoms. Organic mass lines below 45u show up preferentially at uneven masses ([Fig 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) indicating a typical cationic hydrocarbon fragmentation fingerprint. However, from stoichiometry the mass lines at 30u, 31u 44u and 45u cannot be pure hydrocarbon cations and indicate O and/or N bearing cations from hydroxyl (CH~2~OH^+^, CH~3~-CH-OH^+^), ethoxy, or carbonyl functional groups and/or nitrogen-bearing ions (e.g., CH~2~NH~2~^+^, CH~3~-CH-NH~2~^+^), ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [ED Fig. 4](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

A prominent peak preceding the HMOC sequence ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) indicates abundant cationic forms of a benzene ring, phenyl (C~6~H~5~^+^, 77u) and benzenium (C~6~H~7~^+^, 79u). The high abundance of these cations is highly diagnostic because the energetically favorable cationic aromatic structure would be tropylium cations^[@R18],[@R19],[@R20]^ (C~7~H~7~^+^, 91u). ([Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Formation of tropylium cations must thus be inhibited requiring aromatic precursor molecules without hydrogenated C-atoms (e.g., alkyl groups) attached to the ring^[@R20],[@R21]^ ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [ED Fig. 7](#F10){ref-type="fig"}, [Methods 2](#S7){ref-type="sec"}).

A high abundance of aromatic structures is further supported by mass lines at 63u - 65u (C~5~H~3,4,5~^+^), 51u -- 53u (C~4~H~3,4,5~^+^) and 39u (C~3~H~3~) ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [ED Fig. 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) that can be interpreted as coincident unsaturated benzene fragments^[@R21]^ ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [ED Fig. 7](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). However, also aliphatic fragmentation is indicated by strong peaks at 27u - 29u (C~2~H~3,4,5~^+^), 41u -- 43u (C~3~H~5,6,7~^+^), and less pronounced at 15u (CH~3~^+^). Mass lines at 55u -- 57u are in agreement with aliphatic C~4~ species (C~4~H~7,8,9~^+^), whereas aliphatic structures with more than 4 C atoms (e.g., C~5~H~9,10,11~^+^ / 69 - 71u) are generally absent ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Each spectrum also exhibits water cluster cations of the form H~3~O(H~2~O)~n~^+^ ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), typical for water ice impacts^[@R14],[@R17]^. Evidently, an ice/organic mixture constitutes the bulk composition of these particles. Ion abundances are indicative of an organic fraction in ice grains up to the percent level ([ED Fig. 7](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). Particle radii are mostly between 0.2 and 2 µm ([ED Tab. 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Na^+^ ions and sodium/water cluster (Na(H~2~O)~n~^+^) appear in most HMOC spectra but at much lower level than in spectra of Type 3 grains, which are thought to be generated from frozen spray of Enceladus' salty ocean^[@R8],[@R9]^. In HMOC-type spectra the Na/water ratio is similar to the low abundance found in Type 1 particles thought to condense from salt-poor water vapour^[@R22],[@R8]^.

Cassini's INMS has measured the integrated composition of the Enceladean plume at several flyby speeds^[@R12]^. In contrast to CDA, which records cations forming upon impact, INMS simultaneously measured the composition of neutral gas entering the instrument aperture and volatile neutral molecules that are generated upon ice grain impact onto the instrument's antechamber^[@R23]^ ([Methods 3](#S8){ref-type="sec"}). There is a striking overabundance of organic species in spectra obtained at high flyby speeds (14 -- 18 km/s) compared to those obtained at slower velocities (7 -- 8 km/s) that we attribute to fragmentation of large organic parent molecules beyond the upper INMS mass limit at 99u ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Given the low temperatures, species above 99u are expected to be extremely depleted in the plume gas and rather originate from ice grains, probably of HMOC-type, entering the INMS aperture at high speed.

Mass lines at 77 -- 78u stand out in full agreement with the CDA inference of benzene species. Because these are only apparent at high flyby speed they cannot stem from benzene itself but, like the other species in the residual spectrum, must be fragments from larger parent molecules. As in the case of CDA, some of the smaller require oxygen-bearing fragments. Further INMS compositional analysis of signals extracted explicitly from ice grain impacts ([ED Fig. 10](#F13){ref-type="fig"}, [Methods 3b](#S10){ref-type="sec"}) provides further evidence that CO is the dominant fragment species at 28u and that an N-bearing fragment (C~2~H~3~N) might be present.

In spite of the relatively low mass range and resolution of the Cassini mass spectrometers, the measurements lead to the following key constraints: 1) The HMOC-pattern in CDA spectra and the extended spectra argue for the presence of organic molecules with masses clearly above 200u. 2) The typical spacing of 12u -- 13u between HMOC peaks implies unsaturated cationic fragments with a ratio C/H ≈ 2. Impact experiments with polystyrene^[@R18],[@R19]^ ([ED Fig. 2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) indicate that the C/H ratio of the parent molecules might be lower (C/H ≈ 1) than in these fragments. 3) Prominent benzene-like species in CDA and INMS spectra indicate the presence of abundant sub-structures of isolated benzene rings. From INMS spectra the features cannot originate from benzene itself and are fragments of larger molecules. However, PAH-like fused rings do not form such fragments. Although not unique, the most parsimonious interpretation is that these aromatic structures are parts of the same massive parent molecules responsible for HMOC, which would explain their unsaturated nature. 4) From the suppressed formation of tropylium cations in CDA spectra we conclude that the rings are either connected to functional groups without C-atoms or to dehydrogenated C-atoms. 5) Unsaturated species at low masses are in close agreement with aromatic fragmentation. Aliphatic cations indicate saturated aliphatic structures with 1 to 4 C atoms in parallel to the unsaturated (aromatic) structures. 6) Oxygen-bearing species indicated in both CDA and INMS spectra likely originate from hydroxyl, ethoxy and/or carbonyl functional groups. Nitrogen-bearing species are in good agreement with some features but not a unique interpretation. No indication of other elements in the organic structures is observed, but these cannot be ruled out either.

Fragmentation of a single type of macromolecule may be responsible for all mass lines in HMOC spectra. The parent substance would then be composed of cross-linked or polymerized aromatic and aliphatic substructures with functional groups containing oxygen and likely nitrogen. Alternatively, contributions from lower mass species might be mixed with macromolecules.

An Enceladus origin of these macromolecules is evident ([Methods 6](#S13){ref-type="sec"}, [7](#S16){ref-type="sec"}) and there is a multitude of speculative options for the genesis of these complex organics on Enceladus, some of which outlined in [Methods 5](#S12){ref-type="sec"}. However, the data provides definite clues on the formation of the highly organic-enriched ice grains. Ice grains of very different salinity emerging from Enceladus have previously been identified in CDA mass spectra. Nearly pure water ice grains (Type 1) can form from condensation of supersaturated vapor inside and above the ice vents^[@R8],[@R22],[@R24]^. Salt rich ice grains (Type 3), however, are thought to be frozen ocean spray^[@R8],[@R9]^, generated when bubbles of volatile gas (CO~2~ [@R25], CH~4~, or H~2~ ^[@R12]^) reach the water table and burst^[@R26]^. The HMOC-producing organic material ([Methods 6](#S13){ref-type="sec"}), is detected in Type 2 salt poor ice grains and thus cannot have formed directly from the salty ocean spray that preserves the liquid composition upon flash freezing^[@R9]^. Consequently, the observed organic compounds were not dissolved in ocean water when incorporated into ice grains. But molecules with masses much larger than 200u should not exist in the gas phase near the water table (T ≤ 0°C) so that the organic substances cannot have condensed from the vapor either and instead must have been solid when the grains formed.

The most plausible way to generate the observed grains is if the organic material exists as a separate phase, such as a thin film or layer of mostly refractory, insoluble organic species on top of (at least parts of) the oceanic water table located inside water-filled cracks in the ice crust ([ED Fig. 12](#F15){ref-type="fig"}, [Methods 4](#S11){ref-type="sec"}). Bursting bubbles then disperse the organic film and, besides salty water droplets, produce droplets or flakes of organic material. Ascending in the icy vents the organics become coated by water ice condensing from the vapor carrying the grains ([ED Fig. 12](#F15){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, the limited tendency of benzene cations in HMOC spectra to cluster with neutral water molecules disfavors intimate mixing of organics with water and rather implies a core/shell grain structure. In a well-mixed system this cluster at 95u is much more pronounced ([ED Fig. 7](#F10){ref-type="fig"}).

Aerosol formation from bubble bursting is a well-studied process in Earth's oceans, which are covered by an organic micro layer[@R26]. Organic-bearing sea spray serves as highly efficient nucleation cores of ice clouds over polar waters on Earth^[@R27]^ and is found preferentially in the smallest aerosols between 40 nm and 250 nm in size^[@R28],[@R26]^, whereas larger aerosols with sizes between 500 nm and 1000 nm are either organics mixed with salt or are entirely without organics^[@R29]^. Under Enceladus' low gravity conditions one would expect larger gas bubbles and therefore somewhat larger film drops. Spectra showing HMOC are generated by ice grains with radii around 1µm ([ED Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Insoluble organic nucleation cores, a few hundred of nm in size, would naturally explain the high organic content in HMOC grains. Larger, organic-free salty ocean droplets account for the salt rich Type 3 particles detected by CDA. Bubbles ascend through tens of kilometers of ocean before reaching the surface. Like in Earth's oceans, organic substances can accumulate efficiently on the bubble walls^[@R30]^ thus probing the oceanic organic inventory at depth ([Methods 4](#S11){ref-type="sec"}).

Methods {#S1}
=======

1). CDA Data analysis {#S2}
---------------------

### a). Short description of CDA's Chemical Analyser Subsystem {#S3}

The Chemical Analyser (CA) is the subsystem of the Cosmic Dust Analyser^[@R31]^ (CDA) that provides chemical information about an impacting dust particle. Depending on the trajectory of the particle, it either hits the central rhodium target (Chemical Analyser Target---CAT, diameter: 0.17 m), the surrounding gold target (IIT, diameter: 0.41 m), or the inner wall of the instrument. This work only deals with impacts on the CAT. If a dust particle impacts the CAT with sufficient energy the particle is totally vaporized and partly ionized, forming an impact plasma of target and particle ions, together with electrons and neutral molecules and atoms. The instrument separates this plasma, the positive component of which is linearly accelerated towards a multiplier about 19cm away, used to generate a time of flight (TOF) spectrum. The spectrometer is sensitive to positive ions only. The mass resolution (m/**Δ**m), derived from laboratory experiments with the instrument, depends on the atomic masses of the ions. At 1u, m/**Δ**m is 10, increasing to 30 m/**Δ**m at 100 u and up to 50 m/**Δ**m at 190 u, although these values strongly vary with impact conditions.

Acquisition of a spectrum in the high rate sampling mode of the multiplier can be triggered by charge thresholds being exceeded on either the CAT or the multiplier. In the latter case recording can be triggered up to several μs after the actual impact by the arrival of an abundant ion species, For water dominated particles these generally are hydrogen cations (H^+^) or hydronium ions (H~3~O^+^). If triggered by the arrival of H~3~O^+^, mass lines of species with lower masses than 19 u, as well as the hydronium signature itself, do not appear in the spectrum. For this work all spectra were either triggered by impact or by registering the H^+^ signal at the multiplier.

The spectra are logarithmically amplified, digitized at 8 bit resolution and sampled at 100 MHz for a period of 6.4 μs after the trigger. The recording period of the high-rate sampling mode allows the detection of ions with masses of up to approximately 185 u, assuming instrument recording is triggered by the impact itself and about 215 u when triggered by H^+^. The extended spectrum starts after the high-sampling mode ends at 6.4 µs and is recorded with a sampling rate of 10 MHz up to a total time of 40 µs. The low number of data points corresponds to an extremely low mass resolution in the extended spectrum: one data point interval represents 7 u at 300 u and 20 u at 2000 u. The extended spectrum frequently shows an instrument-artefact-peak at 6.8 µs, which is ignored in our analysis.

Since the TOF is proportional to the square root of the mass to charge ratio of ions, its spectrum in an ideal case also represents a mass spectrum for identical ion-charges. The ions created by impact ionization in the impact speed regime considered here (4 -- 18 km/s) are almost exclusively singly charged. Unfortunately, the TOF is also influenced by the broad distribution of initial ion velocities, slightly varying flight paths, and plasma shielding effects^[@R32]^. For that reason species with identical mass are distributed over a range of sampling points and the mass resolution drops below integer values usually around 25 - 30u. Therefore we prefer to display original CDA spectra with an x-axis showing time-of-flight and not mass. The latter could mislead the reader to intuitively assume an unrealistically high accuracy.

For a detailed description of the instrument see Srama et al. (2004)^[@R31]^. The calibration routine is described for example in Postberg et al. (2006, 2008)^[@R33],[@R14]^. For the data set in this work the calibration was generally done by using water and sodium mass lines and a stretch factor of a = 474 ns was applied.

### b). Data set {#S4}

All data used for this work are listed in [Extended Data Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and, like all CDA data, is archived on the Small Bodies Node of the Planetary Data System (PDS-SBN), at <http://sbn.psi.edu/archive/cocda>. We used 15 periods covering good pointing of CDA towards the E ring dust RAM between 2004 and 2008. This early period was chosen because CDA contamination from salts deposited on CDA impact target during deep Enceladus plume dives is negligible^[@R17]^. In the following the periods are listed in second units using the Spacecraft Clock (SCLK): 1477548025 -- 14777469681489004979 -- 14891185611498469760 -- 14985054481506223870 -- 15064366251509311996 -- 15093576271511686278 -- 15124805821514090477 -- 15141868151515560669 -- 15163287271519522033 -- 15196129081521596023 -- 15223612621543798083 -- 15438312041544838694 -- 15449163111557517652 -- 15575204251589065736 -- 15890836231605559719 -- 1605566052

Within these periods a total of 7353 spectra of impinging E ring grains were investigated. A Lee filter was applied for better signal to noise. Within the group of organic-bearing spectra (Type 2^[@R14],[@R8],[@R9]^) we find a subgroup of spectra with a pattern of repetitive non-water peaks above 80u ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We call the spectral pattern High Mass Organic Cations (HMOC). Selection criteria are the following -at least 5 roughly well defined equidistant peaks above 80u with a signal to noise significance \> 2σ.-Water cluster peaks of the form (H~2~O)~n~ X^+^ with x being e.g. H~3~O^+^ or Rh^+^ are explicitly not considered for selection. Cases where an HMOC a pattern could be verified despite interference with water clusters were selected but not considered for the sub-selection high quality spectra (see [Methods 1d](#S6){ref-type="sec"})-Isolated or irregular peaks above \> 80u are not considered.

Under the definition of CDA Type 2 grains^[@R14]^ the multitude of all organic bearing ice grains observed in the plume and in the E ring is summarized. Spectra other than the specific Type 2 spectral subtype displaying HMOC are outside the scope of this work.

### c). Relative frequency of HMOC-type grains depends on impact speed and distance to Enceladus orbit {#S5}

We find 83 spectra (1.1 %) with apparent HMOC, equivalent to about 3 % of all Type 2 spectra in the dataset ([ED Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). However, the probability of HMOC detection depends on the impact speed and thus the energy densities the organic bearing ice particles were exposed to upon impact. At high speeds (8 - 15 km/s) the overall frequency of HMOC detections is about 3 % of all particles (≈ 10% of Type 2). At 6 to 8. km/s it drops sharply to about 1 % and goes down to 0.4 % between 5 and 6 km/s (see [ED Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Below 5 km/s no HMOC has been detected equivalent to a probability of \< 0.1 %. Within the few spectra in the data set recorded at speeds above 15 km/s HMOC have not been detected (equivalent to a probability of \< 1.7 %), so the speed range of 8 -- 15 km/s seems to be optimal for CDA to record HMOC spectra. At speeds below 8 km/s the probability to produce fragments from the proposed parent molecules (outside the CDA mass range) decreases, and becomes close to zero below 5 km/s. At speeds above 15 km/s the detection probability seems to decrease again, probably due to the fact that at these high impact speeds mostly small fragments with masses \< 80 u are produced, whereas fragments that yield the typical HMOC pattern between about 80 u and 200 u (the defining feature of this CDA spectrum type) become less likely.

HMOC grains have been detected in the plume ([ED Fig. 6](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) and in the E ring at a wide range of Saturnian distances, from 3.8 to 14 R~S~, except in its outermost fringe that extends out to 20 R~S~ ^[@R34]^. However, the fraction of HMOC-type grains in the E ring increases closer to Enceladus orbit. The chance to encounter an HMOC grain with intermediate impact speed of 6 to 8 km/s is about 2.5 % at a Saturnian distance of 3.8 -- 5 Rs, drops to 1.5% at 5 -- 7 Rs. Outside 7 Rs the detection probability goes down sharply to 0.5% and is 0.3% beyond 11 Rs. This clearly points at an Enceladus origin (see [Methods 6](#S13){ref-type="sec"}).

The effects of speed and distance are cumulative: in the optimal speed window and close to the orbit of Enceladus the detection rate is highest at about 4%. Thus we can conclude that the actual fraction of ice grains carrying substantial amounts of complex organic material ejected into the E ring is at least 4 % of grains in the size range covered by CDA (r ≈ 0.2 -- 2µm). An instrument with an extended mass range (e.g. up to 2000u) and higher resolving power than CDA would likely detect complex organics with similar or higher probability at encounter speeds of ≈ 5 km/s with the organic parent molecules being largely intact.

### d). Selection of 64 "high quality" spectra out of 83 for [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Extended Data Figures 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F6){ref-type="fig"} {#S6}

For the peak statistics and co-added spectra in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [ED Fig. 3](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, and the semi-quantitative spectra depicted in [ED Fig. 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"} we used a subset of 64 spectra that had the highest quality. The 19 spectra that were not selected either had

1.  an extended water cluster pattern (e.g. (H~2~O)~n~-H~3~O^+^ or (H~2~O)~n~-Rh^+^) where strong peaks overlapped into the HMOC region above 100 u.

2.  a low signal to noise HMOC pattern with poor peak definition that did not allow for a reliable quantification of all features.

3.  an irregular baseline (instrument artifact) that did not allow for a reliable quantification and would have spoiled the quality of co-added spectra.

4.  an uncertain calibration, which does not allow a unambiguous assignment of peak masses.

In case of i) and ii) the organic fraction in the ice grains is probably somewhat lower than in other HMOC spectra.

For [ED Fig. 3](#F6){ref-type="fig"} the data set was split into "fast" and "slow" impacts. The lower panel is composed from 12 of the 64 high quality HMOC spectra recorded after a fast impact (\> ≈ 10 km/s). In this case the speed was determined by the presence of one or more hydrogen cations (H^+^, H~2~^+^, H~3~^+^). The uncertainty of this method is clearly below the uncertainty from assumptions on the orbital elements shown in [ED Tab. 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The appearance of H^+^ cations is a reliable indicator of impact speeds in access of about 12 km/s^[@R17],[@R35]^, H~2~^+^ and H~3~^+^ cations appear already at slightly lower speeds (\> 10 km/s)^[@R17]^. For 12 spectra, where a respective mass line was present, this reliable speed threshold indicator was used; the remaining high quality spectra were co-added to produce the 'slow' spectrum in [ED Fig. 3](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. Due to the higher kinetic energy upon impact, low-mass cationic fragmentation species are more abundant there. Moreover, "fast" spectra were on average triggered earlier, mostly directly after impact (see [Methods 1a](#S3){ref-type="sec"}). Therefore, the high rate recording interval of 6.4µs stopped at a lower equivalent mass than for the slower speed spectra ([ED Fig. 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), and the HMOC peak at ≈ 191 u was often not recorded for "fast" spectra.

2). Inferring the origin of HMOC peaks in CDA spectra {#S7}
-----------------------------------------------------

In the main text we present arguments that the HMOC pattern is indicative of highly unsaturated organic cations. A very similar pattern was also observed in CDA ground calibration experiments using a dust accelerator^[@R36]^ producing impacts from µm-sized polystyrene (PS) beads (Goldsworthy et al. 2003^[@R18]^, Figs. 10, 13 therein). A few years later the accelerator experiment was repeated with identical results using an advanced TOF dust analyser providing higher mass resolution^[@R19]^ ([ED Fig. 2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). A similar, but not identical, unsaturated cationic fragmentation pattern was observed in TOF-SIMS experiments with PS^[@R37]^. There, the most plausible explanation for the fragmentation pattern and the ionic species is given in Table 2 ^[@R37]^. Although the spacing of the HMOC pattern of 12.5 u seems to suggest a C/H ratio of 2 or even higher, all three PS experiments show that such an unsaturated cationic fragmentation pattern can also be achieved with parent molecules with a C/H ratio of only 1. These analogue experiments demonstrate that the C/H ratio of the cationic fragments could be different from the bulk material.

However, there is a noticeable difference between PS spectra and HMOC spectra: In inversion to HMOC spectra, tropylium ions (91 u) form abundantly in impact ionization PS spectra, whereas phenyl cations (77 u and 79 u) are relatively depleted. In [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} we demonstrate the reason: in the PS polymer alkyl groups are attached to each of the aromatic monomers, which allow an easy formation of tropylium ions at 91u ([ED Fig. 2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This is also known from classical electron ionization mass spectrometry: Only if the formation of tropylium ions is sterically difficult or impossible abundant phenyl cations form^[@R20],[@R21]^. This leads to our conclusion that for HMOC parent species single-ringed substructures are predominately attached to dehydrogenated carbon atoms or to functional groups without carbon.

In the dust accelerator experiments with polymers an HMOC like pattern was observed at impact speeds of 4 -- 6.5 km/s^[@R18],[@R19]^. Above this speed further fragmentation occurred. In contrast, CDA HMOC spectra are observed at impact speeds of about 5 -- 15 km/s. The water ice matrix, the HMOC parent molecules are embedded in, might explain this difference. It is well known from Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDI) experiments that water very efficiently protects large organic molecules from fragmentation.

An alternative interpretation of the origin of HMOC might be very large PAHs. However, in our laser assisted analogue experiment with pyrene in a water matrix ([ED Figs. 8](#F11){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#F12){ref-type="fig"}, [Methods 8](#S17){ref-type="sec"}), we do not observe efficient fragmentation of the PAH. These findings generally agree with the common knowledge from electron ionization (70 eV) mass spectrometry of a wide range of PAHs. In contrast, Stephan et al. (2003)^[@R38]^ demonstrates a pattern similar to the one observed with CDA above 100u with TOF-SIMS from a mixture of high mass PAHs. However, the applied energies were much higher (25 keV) and the PAHs were not embedded in a water matrix, which naturally protects organic molecules from breakup^[@R39]^. In any case, regardless of fragmentation at harsh ionization conditions, PAHs do not yield any monoaromatic peak: neither phenyl (77 u) nor tropylium (91) cations form^[@R40]^. So if PAHs play a role in the origin of HMOC, other parent molecules must be responsible for the strong mono-aromatic peak in CDA and INMS spectra.

In principle mono-aromatic cations in CDA spectra (77 u, 79 u) could originate from benzene mixed within the macromolecules structure responsible for the HMOC. However, this is not possible for the benzene feature (78 u) seen in INMS spectra because there they exclusively appear at high-speed flybys and thus must be fragments of larger molecules. It is plausible to assume that the mono-aromatic features observed in both instruments originate from HMOC type ice grains ([Methods 3](#S8){ref-type="sec"}) and therefore also in CDA spectra we consider molecular fragmentation as the most likely source.

3). INMS data analysis {#S8}
----------------------

### a). Residual spectrum from 'fast' versus 'slow' flybys {#S9}

The INMS^[@R41]^ measurement routinely integrates the composition of plume gas over the flyby to increase signal to noise. Using this methodology, volatile compounds released from ice grains that fragment and evaporate upon impact onto the instruments antechamber^[@R23]^ cannot be discriminated. In contrast to the CDA, which records cations, the INMS observes volatile neutral molecules that are in the vapor phase or generated by ice grain impacts in the plume and subsequently ionized by electron impact from 70 eV electrons in the ion source.

The residual spectrum presented in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} represents the difference in composition and overabundance of organic material observed by the INMS during high velocity flybys when compared to low velocity flybys through the Enceladus plume ([ED Fig. 11](#F14){ref-type="fig"}). Our interpretation is that low speed flybys result in minimal fragmentation of the organic compounds within the ice grains. In contrast high-speed impacts lead to fragmentation of large organic parent molecules beyond the INMS mass range of 99 u. Species with molecular masses above 99 u in the plume are expected to be extremely depleted in the gas phase and have to reside in or on ice grains. Based on the knowledge of the compositionally different ice grain populations CDA collected over many years, HMOC-type grains entering the INMS's aperture are the most plausible source. Similarity in the composition of the fragments seen by CDA and INMS reinforce this assertion.

To obtain the spectrum shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} we have taken the summed spectrum of the E5 flyby^[@R15]^ and subtracted the average summed spectrum of the E14, E17, and E18 flybys. These represent the fastest (E5 at \~18 km/s) and slowest (E14/E17/E18 at \~8 km/s) flybys through the plume for which the INMS has the best data. The three slow flybys have been combined into an average spectrum to compensate for their lower signal-to-noise. Velocity-driven processes complicate the spectral comparison. H~2~O -Ti reactions in the INMS antechamber increase with velocity due to vaporization of Ti from the walls of the instrument's antechamber and create excess H~2~ from H~2~O and leaving TiO and TiO2 as by products^[@R15]^. Likewise CO~2~ more readily fragments to become CO as the velocity increases. Lastly, fragmentation products of high mass organics likely augment the plume gas signal of all masses dominated by organics in the INMS mass range. This makes it difficult to set an accurate reference point by which to compare the high and low velocity spectra. We have chosen to use the signal at 15 u of both spectra as the common reference point because the CH~3~^+^ dissociative ion from CH~4~ dominates the signal at this mass, and CH~4~ is considered to be a plume-derived volatile specie not significantly altered by fragmentation of high mass organics. Choosing mass 15u as the common reference point removes all signal in this mass for the spectra resulting from the subtraction, whereas signal in all other masses will be positive or negative. After matching the two spectra at their 15 u signal ([ED Figure 11](#F14){ref-type="fig"}) and subtracting the low velocity spectrum from the high velocity spectrum, we then set the amplitude scale of the residual relative to the noise floor of the low velocity flybys (\~5 orders of magnitude lower than the H~2~O signal at 18 u) so that only significant residual signal is visible. The residual signal presented in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} can be considered to be a conservative estimate of the high mass organic fragmentation effect -- in case that the CH~4~ for the high velocity flyby is increased from the low velocity flybys, the residual signal would be even larger in amplitude.

Hydrocarbon species in this conservative estimate of the residual signal are discussed in the main text. Moreover, it suggests that at least 50% of the 28u peak is from CO, given the upper limits placed upon N~2~ and C~2~H~4~ in the 'fast' E5 spectrum^[@R15]^. The oxygen-bearing species H~2~CO and CH~3~OH are suggested as likely sources of the residual signal at 30u and 31u because they are the dominant species for these peaks in the E5 spectrum^[@R15]^ and the residual retains more than 60 % of the original E5 signal. This interpretation is strongly supported by the INMS 'ice grain spectrum' ([Methods 3b](#S10){ref-type="sec"}).

### b). INMS 'spectrum of ice grains' {#S10}

To isolate spectral signals from icy grains when crossing the plume we extracted those parts of the high time resolution real time INMS plume spectra (every 2.3 s) that registers the ice grains as spikes in the Closed Source Neutral (CSN) data^[@R23],[@R42]^. The quadrupole mass analyser has a mass step Integration Period (IP) of 34 milliseconds, whereas the vaporized gas from the impact dissipates in the antechamber in less than 3 milliseconds. Therefore, the ice impacts appear as gas bursts or "spikes" superimposed on the smoothly varying gas spectra that are mass filtered by the mass step the analyser is presently dwelling on. Thus each spike can register only one unity mass location per ice impact. By summing the spikes over three similar encounters (E14, E17, and E18) there are sufficient mass sampling statistics over the full sampled mass range to construct a pseudo mass spectrum that represents the composition of the micron-sized grains.

[ED Fig. 10](#F13){ref-type="fig"} shows the pseudo mass spectrum of the grains measured by INMS within 100 s of the time of closest approach. Each of the three encounters provided approximately 200 individual measurements or spikes to the composite spectrum. The vertical axis represents the relative count rate for each mass, as the counts for each mass are adjusted for the number of measurement opportunities (Integration Periods or IPs) for each mass. The scale of the plot is adjusted so that the minimum count rate is 1 count per IP. The dispersion in measurements from the three encounters represents the uncertainty in the count rates. The grain measurements are heavily concentrated near closest approach, peaking with more than one per every ten IPs at 2 u, which is the mass most sensitive to the grains. Analysis of the ice grain spectrum reveals a composition related to, but distinct from, the plume gas.

Two observations are particularly relevant to the high mass organic material presented in this work ([ED Fig. 10](#F13){ref-type="fig"}). First is the clear dominance of CO at 28 u and lack of N~2~. Applying the well-known dissociation from impact of 70 eV electrons in the INMS ionization chamber, CO~2~ accounts for ≈ 3% of the 28u signal. N~2~ has an upper limit of \~10% of the 28u signal due to the low signal at 14 u (N^+^ dissociative ion) and may not be present at all. If present, C~2~H~4~ is limited to less than ≈ 6% of the 28 u signal. This leaves a requirement for CO as the dominant species at 28 u, which matches well the signal at 12 u and 14 u (C^+^ and CO^++^ dissociative peaks). Although not a unique source, CO may be released from carbonyls in HMOC parent compounds by decarbonylation reactions during high-speed impacts of ice grains in INMS. The caveat here is that the INMS does integrate over all ice grains detected in the plume. Therefore CO from carbonates and/or bicarbonates found in Type 3 grains^[@R9],[@R11]^ might contribute here as well. The second observation is the likely presence of C~2~H~3~N. The signal pattern of 39-42 u suggests a species with its highest signal peak at 41 u and lower signal in the surrounding masses. C~2~H~3~N is the best candidate as it matches this \'stairstep\' pattern extremely well. C~2~H~3~N also appears to be present in the plume gas spectra, possibly due to contamination from a distribution of small grains indistinguishable from the incoming gas.

Note that in contrast to the spectrum in [Fig 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}., these ice grain spectra were recorded at slow flyby speeds and show no significant signal above 50 u. Unfortunately ice grain spikes at the high velocity flyby (E5) are not abundant enough to compose a similar spectrum as shown in [ED Fig. 10](#F13){ref-type="fig"}.

4). Deduction of an organic enriched layer at the Enceladean water table {#S11}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The observation of high concentrations of solid material, found in a water ice matrix that does not represent the ocean's salinity but is emitted from a saline ocean source, requires specific conditions on the formation of these grains. Because of the low temperatures near the water table where the ocean water is in contact with the ice crust, we conclude that the HMOC parent species are solid. The fact that the organics are embedded in a salt poor water ice matrix indicates that they mostly are poorly soluble in water. In principle, primordial refractory organic substances trapped in the ice crust near the cracks, which become mobilized by the ascending vapor, could serve as an organic source. However, we disfavor this scenario because the crack walls are continuously coated by fresh ice condensing from the vapor flow^[@R43],[@R44]^.

We rather promote a scenario, well known from ice cloud formation over polar waters on Earth^[@R27]^. There, organic aerosols of mostly biogenic origin^[@R26]^ thrown up by bubble bursting serve as highly efficient nucleation seeds. When bubbles burst on Earth's ocean an organic-free sea spray forms in parallel with pure organic aerosols and mixed phase organic-bearing sea spray^[@R29],[@R45]^. The organic mass fraction of sea-spray aerosol has been consistently shown to be inversely related to aerosol size^[@R29],[@R46],[@R47]^ and is mostly water-insoluble^[@R47],[@R26]^. The purely organic endmembers are found preferentially in the smallest aerosols^[@R26],[@R28]^ and, as shown in the main text, the size of the organic nucleation cores in oceanic sea-spray matches the CDA observation of organic concentrations up to the percent level quite well.

Aerosol formation on Earth also provides a plausible analog mechanism for the simultaneous production of salty ocean spray and organic aerosols: If the droplets are smaller than a few micrometers they can be thermally supported in the water vapor with gas densities slightly below the triple point against Enceladus' gravity. They don't fall back to the liquid, but are carried upwards through the ice vents by gas from evaporating water following the pressure gradient into space. In parallel to the formation of smaller organic aerosols, larger salty ocean droplets form, later detected by CDA as salt rich Type 3 particles in the plume and in the E-ring. The analog from Earth would also predict some larger mixed phase particles that carry both ocean salts and complex organics but these have not been identified by CDA. One explanation could be that the macromolecular HMOC parent substance might be hydrophobic and in that way, would naturally avoid forming mixed phase organic/sea-water aerosols.

On Earth bubbles are generated mostly by breaking of waves^[@R27]^. On Enceladus several volatile gases have been detected in substantial concentrations in the plume (CO~2~, CH~4~, NH~3~ and H~2~)^[@R12]^ that will inevitably create bubbles when rising though the ocean, which then burst at the water table. In Earth's oceans, bubbles not only produce an aerosol, but are also very efficient in 'harvesting' organic molecules from the deeper oceanic environment by collecting these substances on their surfaces while ascending. The increase of relative organic concentrations observed near the surface of Earth's oceans by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude^[@R48],[@R49],[@R50]^ suggests a selective transport of organic matter from the bulk seawater to the water table and then from the microlayer to atmospheric aerosols^[@R51],[@R29],[@R27]^.

5). Possible precursor scenarios for the observed complex organics {#S12}
------------------------------------------------------------------

There are many ways to explain the presence of complex organic materials in an icy moon in the outer solar system. The two general categories of origin are accretion of primordial material and endogenic synthesis. In the former hypothesis, the organic carbon on Enceladus would predate the formation of the moon, and Enceladus would have acquired an organic inventory via its building blocks (icy planetesimals). The latter hypothesis would employ hydrothermal systems inside Enceladus's porous rocky core^[@R13]^ to produce complex organic molecules from small molecule precursors. This category of hypothesis can be broken down into several sub-categories characterized by molecular precursors. Organic compounds can be synthesized from more oxidized forms of carbon such as CO~2~, CO, or formate^[@R52],[@R53]^. More reduced simple organic species (formaldehyde, methanol, and HCN) can also serve as feedstock for the synthesis of more complex organic compounds^[@R54],[@R55]^. Methane is a relatively inert species, so it may be a less favorable carbon source, unless prolonged metamorphism or radiation chemistry is involved. Both abiotic and biotic processing of these precursors is possible. A mixture of spatially distinct (e.g., ocean vs. rocky core) sources is also not to be excluded at the present state of knowledge.

As an example of endogenic synthesis, relatively oxidizing hydrothermal conditions may promote the conversion of simple primordial organics into reactive unsaturated compounds, such as quinones, (poly)phenols, or aldehydes, which may polymerize in turn (possibly in the presence of catalytic minerals) to form relatively hydrogen-poor macromolecules. Macromolecules at Enceladus containing aromatic units with connecting short aliphatic chains that include more or less oxidized functional groups may resemble some humic substances on Earth. On Earth several pathways exist for the formation of humic substances during the decay of biogenic complex organic matter^[@R56]^. However, these macromolecules may also be formed via synthetic routes such as radical polymerization of phenolic compounds in the laboratory. Hänninen et al. (1987) ^[@R57]^ showed that humic acid-like polymers can be synthesized from homogeneous, well-defined starting materials under oxidative conditions. The polymers display clear signatures of phenolic, aromatic (olefinic), and carboxyl carbons, and the carboxyl carbons are present regardless of whether the monomeric unit possesses a free carboxyl group or not. Based upon this fact, it was concluded that a partial de-aromatization occurs during the oxidative polymerization of o- and p-diphenolic compounds. Hänninen et al. (1987) ^[@R57]^ also reported that the ^13^C-NMR spectra and other features of the synthesized polymers resemble to a large extent the spectra of humic acids. The characteristics of these macromolecules are consistent with our observations derived from HMOC spectra.

One can also consider a primordial origin of organic materials, which would be the simplest possibility. If the rocky materials that were accreted by Enceladus were analogous to CI/CM/CR chondrites or refractory cometary solids, then a substantial organic inventory is inescapable. CI chondrites in particular contain \~2 wt. % insoluble organic carbon^[@R58]^. This insoluble organic matter (IOM) ^[@R59],[@R60],[@R61],[@R62],[@R63]^ is considered partly of primordial origin, i.e. inherited from the interstellar medium, and partly modified due to early hydrothermal processing on carbonaceous chondrite parent bodies. These asteroidal small bodies/planetesimals accreted within a few Myr after solar system formation, heated up as a result of radioactive decay -- mainly from ^26^Al -- and persisted at elevated temperatures causing hydrothermal alteration and metamorphism for at least a few tens of Myr after solar system formation. While analytical data for comets are much more limited, recent results from comet 67P indicate a much higher organic carbon content of \~30 wt. % in dust particles^[@R64],[@R65]^. To put these extraterrestrial numbers into perspective, consider that hydrocarbon source rocks on Earth have an average total organic carbon value of \~2 wt. % ^[@R66]^.

It may be the case that Enceladus's organic matter is similar to chondritic IOM. The latter shows some compositional variability: Particularly in classes like CV and CO that experienced strong thermal metamorphism at temperatures of about 400°C-600 °C, both H/C and O/C ratios are lower (down to 0.1 and 0.05, respectively), while in more primitive classes (CI, CM, CR) mild aqueous activity (100-200°C) prevailed and allowed the preservation of O/C ratios as high as 0.23, and H/C ratios of 0.8 ^[@R59]^. IOM in CI, CM, and CR classes is considered to be the most primitive IOM type, and has an average composition of C~100~H~70~O~22~N~3~S~7~. It is macromolecular, and most of the carbon is incorporated in small aromatic structures, with about 20 to 30 % of the carbon constituting aliphatic bonds. The maximum length is 7 carbon atoms for aliphatic bridges between aromatic units, and 4 carbon atoms for the side chains with a free end ^[@R60],[@R61]^. Functional groups containing O, N, and S are also abundant (see figure 2 in Remusat, 2014 ^[@R61]^). These characteristics are consistent with our observations derived from HMOC spectra.

Because this subtype of IOM is thought to be product of mild thermal and aqueous alteration it is impossible to say based on present information if this alteration already happened inside icy planetesimals under the influence of ^26^Al heating or only later on Enceladus. There, under the influence of tens of millions of years of hydrothermal processing^[@R13]^, more primitive primordial organics could have been transformed into a different organic mixture.

In the following, we will briefly elaborate further on scenarios that invoke some level of processing of primitive organics on Enceladus. At a depth of about 60 km below the surface the ocean comes in contact with Enceladus' core. The cores very low density (≈ 2500 kg/m^3^) suggests ≈ 20% porosity^[@R2],[@R13]^. Due to the low pressures and modest temperatures in Enceladus' interior, an unconsolidated core with such porosities can be inherited from the accretion and differentiation process. Tidal forces will help to maintain this fragmented state so that ocean water can percolate through it, up to the present-day. There, temperatures around 100 °C (higher and increasing towards the core center) can be maintained over at least tens of millions of years. Depending on the permeability of the core, the entire ocean could be processed at temperatures higher than approx. 100°C within 25 - 250 Myr^[@R13]^.

While primordial oxygenated and nitrogenous species such as alcohols, carboxylic acids, amines, and nitriles may be more soluble in liquid water and can be leached into the subsurface ocean of Enceladus, larger polymeric organics would exist as a separate organic layer. If not heated above \~300°C, these organics might remain largely unaltered over geological time scales. Intense interaction with water however might have oxygenated the macromolecules on one end to form micellar structures (hydrophilic exterior and hydrophobic interior), and preserved their structural integrity over the lifetime of Enceladus.

Alternatively, a large accreted inventory of IOM-like material could establish the potential for rocks in Enceladus's core to serve as the basis of a more evolved organic factory, similar to oil and gas generating sedimentary basins on Earth. To make this factory operational and enable consistency with the plume organic observations, organic compounds must be mobilized from source rocks. Hydrothermal activity^[@R10],[@R12]^ could facilitate this process. Cooking organic matter (metagenesis) in the core would crack it into smaller constituents, which may then be transported by fluid flow^[@R13]^ as dissolved species, liquid droplets, or entrained particulates (of particular relevance to the observations). A possible Earth analogue for this general scenario is Guaymas Basin in the Gulf of California^[@R67]^. This type of scenario has also been suggested for the interior of Pluto^[@R68]^.

Is a scenario of processing primordial organic materials in Enceladus's core consistent with the chemical and structural features of compounds detected in the plume? Before proceeding, it is important to emphasize that it is still an open question whether we are seeing features that are representative of bulk organic materials in the subsurface. Processes that could fractionate organic compounds from their hypothesized source region to our instruments include expulsion from the core, (bio)degradation, hydrophobic phase separation in the ocean, plume outgassing, and impacts during high-speed flybys. In light of these considerations, it seems prudent to focus on broad characteristics.

Our data show the presence of unsaturated carbon and the benzene ring in particular. The former finding accords qualitatively with elevated temperatures that promote entropically-driven (more product than reactant molecules) dehydrogenation reactions. Countering this effect might be high concentrations of H~2~ in hydrothermal fluids^[@R12]^; however, hydropyrolysis experiments demonstrate that aromatic carbon can coexist with abundant H~2~ ^[@R69]^. The outcome on Enceladus presumably depends on the conditions of temperature and H~2~ concentration, as well as the duration of heating and the availability of hydrogenation catalysts such as nickel metal. If primitive organic matter in chondrites^[@R58]^ and comets^[@R70]^ can serve as a guide, it can be expected that Enceladus would have accreted organic materials containing benzene rings. From the perspective of a primordial origin, it therefore makes sense to find the benzene ring as part of the organic structures at Enceladus. It is unknown how much thermal maturation has occurred, but complete graphitization can be ruled out as the presence of organic-bound hydrogen is implied by the data. This imposes a limit on the thermal history of the organic source rocks, which seems consistent with the persistence of a low-density core rich in hydrated silicates^[@R2]^. These organics have not been overcooked.

Two other compositional features are relevant to a general discussion. First, the likely presence of oxygen- and nitrogen-bearing functional groups is consistent with inheritance of these heteroatoms in accreted organic matter (O/C ≈ 0.2, N/C ≈ 0.04) ^[@R58],[@R70]^ or their subsequent incorporation into organic structures by hydration or amination reactions (e.g., of C=C or C≡C) on Enceladus. The latter processes would be facilitated by the availability of liquid water and ammonia in the interior^[@R12]^. Having heteroatoms also constrains the degree of thermal maturation. The second feature that we wish to highlight is the presence of methane in the plume^[@R12]^. It must be cautioned that there are multiple ways to explain the origin of methane^[@R71]^, but it is appealing to envision a common mechanism for the formation of the full spectrum of organic compounds found at Enceladus. The analogy to petroleum geochemistry on Earth implies that thermal processing of organic materials will inevitably produce some CH~4~ accompanying more complex organics^[@R66]^. The exact quantity of thermal gas will depend on the nature of the organic source material and the environmental (e.g., redox) conditions. At Guaymas Basin, hydrothermal fluids have very high concentrations of CH~4~ (\~60 mmol/kg) ^[@R72]^. If the rocky core of Enceladus is also organic-rich and heated sufficiently, then this becomes a plausible scenario.

6). Enceladus as the origin of HMOC parent molecules and exclusion of other potential sources {#S13}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### a). Photolysis in the E-ring {#S14}

Most individual ice grains reside in the E-ring for months to a few decades before they collide (either with a moon or the main rings) or before they are completely eroded by plasma sputtering. The oldest populations are generally located further away from their origin, Enceladus, in the outer E ring^[@R73],[@R74]^. In principle one has to consider the possibility that HMOC parent molecules are not from Enceladus but evolved by photolysis from originally simple organics to the observed complex compounds in the E ring or, alternatively, that the complex organics are from Enceladus but have been severely altered e.g. by dehydrogenation. However, several observations are not in agreement with these scenarios.

-   CDA does observe the largest proportion of HMOC type ice grains in the (young) inner E ring as compared to the (old) inner E ring ([Methods 1c](#S5){ref-type="sec"}). This argues for degradation of the observed complex organics with time in the E ring rather than their generation.

-   During Cassini's E17 flyby one freshly ejected HMOC type ice grain was observed inside the plume (not part of the compositional analysis of this paper but shown in [ED Fig. 6](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, CDA observes many HMOC at the locations close to Enceladus' orbit, where most grains have been ejected from the plume only a few days to few months ago.

-   The INMS observations were directly made in the plume with freshly ejected material.

### b). Instrument contamination {#S15}

An intrinsic instrument contamination as a source for the abundant organics in the spectra can be excluded^[@R17]^. Another concern is the large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in Titan's atmosphere, which may have deposited onto the surface of CDA's impact target during close Titan flybys. Several lines of evidence argue against a cross contamination from Titan: The first of HMOC spectra were already detected in 2004 and early 2005, before Cassini's first close flyby of Titan.CDA has a decontamination device that was used in between Titan flybys, which heats the CDA impact target to 100°C for several hours.No build up of organics in spectra of E ring grains over time can be observed.The fact that only about 1% of the E ring impacts show such a massive organic signature is not in agreement with a coating of organic contamination on the impact target.The trend to observe HMOC-type grains at a higher frequency closer to Enceladus orbit compared to the outer E ring ([Methods 1c](#S5){ref-type="sec"}) is not in agreement with a contamination origin.Thousands of spectra from impacts of dust populations outside the E-ring (Stream particles & exogenous dust & main ring dust) never show HMOC features.

7). Contamination of INMS spectra from previous measurements is unlikely {#S16}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The multiple environments encountered by INMS require an evaluation of the potential for one environment to deposit refractory material onto the surfaces of the CSN antechamber, and for that material to be released and measured at a later encounter. Of particular concern are the large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in Titan's atmosphere and Enceladus' ubiquitous nanograins, which may fragment material deposited onto the antechamber surfaces, sputter the organic products, and thus release volatiles into INMS.

The strongest evidence that high-speed nanoparticles do not create false signals in the INMS spectra is that the amounts of PAHs encountered at Titan are insufficient to produce the INMS measurements during encounters such as E5. At Titan, both INMS and CAPS measure PAHs or their fragments, with benzene observed by both instruments. Waite et al.^[@R75]^ and Lavvas et al. ^[@R76]^ analyzed these measurements to estimate the abundance of PAHs as functions of altitude and of mass. Combining these estimates with the conservative assumptions that every PAH molecule that enters the INMS CSN aperture during the Titan encounters is then released during E5, the resulting signal would be more than an order of magnitude below the level measured by INMS at the fast Enceladus flyby (E5) as detailed in the following paragraph.

Benzene density in Titan's atmosphere is well modeled by an exponential with a scale height of 15 to 20 km and a density of approximately 1x10^5^ molecules/cm^3^ at 950 km ^[@R75]^. Before E5, there were thirteen Titan encounters with INMS pointed to accept atmospheric neutrals, and approximately 1x10^11^ higher-mass molecules entered\<y the INMS CSN antechamber during those encounters. To produce the E5 measurements, the CSN antechamber maintained a density of \< 1x10^7^ molecules/cm^3^ for at least 40 seconds for the heavier species. With a residence time of only a few milliseconds, \>1x10^12^ heavy molecules were required in the CSN antechamber during E5. The number of molecules encountered at Titan is thus at least a factor of ten below the number of molecules required in the CSN antechamber to produce the higher-mass count rates observed during E5.

There is further evidence that the INMS spectra are unaffected by previous encounters: The CSN spectra at Enceladus do not change over many years, despite scores of Titan encounters during that period. Nor is there any apparent dependency of the Enceladus spectrum on whether a Titan encounter occurred between sequential Enceladus flybys.

8). Description of the laser dispersion analogue experiments for icy dust impacts in Heidelberg {#S17}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[ED Fig. 9](#F12){ref-type="fig"} shows a sketch of the experimental setup. A liquid water beam, in which the tested substances are dissolved, is injected into a high vacuum (5 x 10^-5^ mbar) through a quartz nozzle (opening radius 6 µm -- 8 µm). The quartz nozzle is mounted on a 3 axis-manipulator. A HPLC pump (model 300c, Gynkotek) is employed to keep the flow rate constant at 0.17 mL/min. The liquid beam flow is stable for ≈ 3 mm downward and then disintegrates into droplets. In order to maintain the high vacuum, the liquid pours into two liquid nitrogen cooled cryotraps. For performing the measurements, the water beam is hit by a pulsed infrared laser (Opolette HE 2731, OPOTEK; 20 Hz, 7ns pulse length), which operates at a wavelength of approx. 2850 nm and a pulse energy up to 4 mJ. The laser is directed and focused onto the liquid by three CaF~2~ lenses and a gold mirror. The wavelength is chosen to specifically excite the OH-stretch of the water molecules. When the laser energy is absorbed by the water beam, the water is rapidly heated up and explosively disperses into fragments. In this way cations, anions, electrons and neutral molecules are created ^[@R39],[@R77]^.

Depending on the operation mode, cations or anions, which pass through a skimmer, are analyzed in a reflectron Time of Flight mass spectrometer (Kaesdorf). This mass spectrometer is operating according to the principle of delayed extraction. The delaytime is adjusted with the aid of a pulse generator (model DG535, Stanford Research Systems). By adjusting the delaytime, ions with a distinct initial velocity are selected for detection at the Micro Channel Plate (MCP). In combination with different delaytimes, variable laser intensities are used to simulate different impact velocities of ice grains onto the Cosmic Dust Analyzer's target^[@R78]^. The detected signals are intensified by a preamplifier, visualized by a 12 bit digitizer card (Acqiris) and recorded using LabVIEW. Flow injection of the tested solutions is accomplished with an injection valve (model MX9925, Rheodyne). 500 single spectra are averaged to achieve the co-added spectra as presented in the [Extended Data](#S18){ref-type="sec"}. The chemicals (p.A.) are purchased from Sigma Aldrich. All solutions are freshly prepared with doubly distilled H~2~O in lockable 50 mL sample cups.

Extended Data {#S18}
=============

![semi-quantitative display of CDA HMOC spectra\
All identified organic mass lines of individual HMOC spectra. Distribution of resolved mass lines and "flank peaks" of 64 HMOC spectra with the most distinct HMOC ([Methods 1d](#S6){ref-type="sec"}). 19 further spectra with a high level of interference with water cluster ions or low signal to noise ratio are not included here (see [ED Tab. 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). All peaks depicted here are also part of the statistics shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} of the main paper. The spectrum number "\#" (as defined in [ED Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) is indicated to the left as an identifier of the event. The extent and the relative normalized amplitude of each spectral feature are indicated. The amplitude is given by the extension in the y-direction and the color code (red being the highest and blue the lowest amplitude). The largest horizontal diameter of the symbol marks the peak maximum. In the lower panel the amplitudes between of 70u to 85u are grey indicating that they are not to scale with the symbols shown at higher masses (they would be much larger, see [Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for comparison).\
Spectra are sorted by their impact speed estimated from the orbital elements of the impinging grain, with the highest speed on top (≈ 15 km/s) and the lowest on the bottom (≈ 5 km/s). Since the exact orbital elements are unknown, each impact speed has substantial intrinsic uncertainties given in [ED Tab. 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The 12 spectra for which a minimum impact speed could be derived from the presence of hydrogen mass lines ([ED Tab. 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [Methods 1d](#S6){ref-type="sec"}) are placed on top. The highest mass where the CDA TOF-spectrum recording ends varies between 174 u and 226 u ([Methods 1a](#S3){ref-type="sec"}) and is indicated by the grey horizontal bars. As a consequence the frequency of the HMOC peaks around mass 178u and 191u is reduced in [Figure 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"} because not all individual spectra cover this mass range. The absolute masses in each individual spectrum have an intrinsic uncertainty of ±1u at 80, and ±2 u at 180 u due to the limited calibration accuracy of CDA in this high-mass regime. The mass intervals between peaks, however, are accurate to the integer level.](emss-76981-f004){#F4}

![Impact ionization laboratory spectrum of a polystyrene (PS) bead\
(modified from Fig. 5 in Srama et al., (2009)^[@R19]^)\
The impact ionization TOF mass spectrum of a PS particle with a radius of ≈ 1µm was recorded at the Heidelberg dust accelerator facility^[@R36]^ with an impact speed of 5.2 km/s. Above 100 u and below 70 u the spectrum shows cationic fragments in good agreement with CDA HMOC spectra and the characteristic spacing of 12.5 u. The inset shows the molecular structure of the polymer. See main text and [Methods 2](#S7){ref-type="sec"} for further discussion.](emss-76981-f005){#F5}

![Comparison of CDA HMOC spectra from 'fast' and 'slow' impacts\
White and grey spectra represent the average of all spectra from impacts below and above ≈ 10 km/s, respectively ([Methods 1d](#S6){ref-type="sec"}). All signatures with possible major contributions from inorganic species are color-shaded as in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. All signatures not marked are exclusively or at least to a greater part due to organic cations.\
The abundance and position of HMOC species is relatively independent of the impact speed of the ice grain (see also [ED Fig. 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, fast impacts induce stronger organic fragmentation signatures at masses below 70u and HMOC form more distinct, evenly spaced groups, which is characteristic of impact induced dissociation processes. In turn, slow impacts show more abundant intact benzene-like cations. There seems to be a tendency of some organic cations to carry less H-atoms at fast impacts (27 u, 51 u, 62 u) indicative of 'softer' ionization from the slower impact. In 'fast' spectra interference with water cluster ions is less frequent compared to lower speeds. In contrast to 'fast' spectra fragmentation below CH~3~^+^ (15u) is usually not observed in "slow" spectra. Spectra from slow impacts are prone to abundant water clustering, creating mass lines of the form H^+^(H~2~0)n, n = 1 -- 4 at 19 u, 37 u, 55 u, and 73 u (blue). In 'fast' spectra clustering is limited and only the mass lines at 19u and 37u are generally present; occasionally formation of smaller water ions OH^+^ (17 u) and H~2~O^+^ (18 u) is observed. Similarly Rh^+^(103 u) forms from excavation of the impact target only at fast impacts and interferes with HMOC species there. To a lesser extent this is also true for the rhodium-water cluster Rh^+^(H~2~O) at 121 u. See individual CDA spectra ([ED Fig. 4](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) for comparison.](emss-76981-f006){#F6}

![CDA example spectra from individual HMOC-type ice grains\
In these individual spectra the peak definition is naturally higher than in co-added spectra shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [ED Fig. 3](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and therefore some of the spectral features collected in [Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"} become more apparent.\
a) HMOC spectrum from one of the fastest recorded impacts (12 -- 18 km/s. The appearances of hydrogen cations (H^+^, H~2~^+^, H~3~^+^) at 1 u, 2 u, and 3 u as well as the disintegration of the CH~3~^+^ ion into CH~2~^+^, CH^+^, and C^+^ (12 -- 15 u) and the formation of H~2~O^+^ (18 u) are witnesses of the high-speed impact. The abundance of unsaturated small cations below 70 u, probably fragments from aromatic structures, is increased compared to slower spectra. The frequently occurring mass line at 45u ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [ED Fig. 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) is quite noticeable. It cannot originate from pure hydrocarbons and requires heteroatoms, likely oxygen in this case. While a 45 u feature is quite common in our HMOC data set, the peak at 86 u is only apparent in this spectrum.\
b) HMOC spectrum from a grain detected at intermediate speed (5 -- 8 km/s). High mass fragments and benzene species are abundant whereas further fragmentation of the benzene ring into C~5~ and C~4~ species is less apparent compared to high velocity impacts (upper panel). Note, that organic cations with 2, 3, 4, and 5 C-atoms show the tendency to carry more H atoms compared with the high-speed impact indicative of 'softer' ionization from the slower impact. Organic fragmentation below CH~3~^+^ is usually not observed in this speed regime.](emss-76981-f007){#F7}

![HMOC example CDA mass spectrum with extended mass range and statistics of all features in the extended mass range\
a) Ice grain spectrum showing the individual HMOC event with the strongest extended mass range signal of the data set. The dashed line at 6.4 μs divides the spectrum into the high-resolution part (10ns sampling) and the low-resolution part (100 ns sampling) ([Methods 1a](#S3){ref-type="sec"}). There are several relatively narrow peaks between 250 u and 500 u and two much more extended features peaking at about 1000 u and 1800 u. In this case the cations in excess of 200 u are more than twice as abundant (defined by the area under the curve) as the ones below 200 u. Note the logarithmic x-axis is in this case. These features are usually less frequent and less pronounced than in the extreme case shown in here. The extended spectrum frequently shows an instrument-artefact-peak at 6.8 µs not considered for our analysis.\
b) Histogram showing the frequency of occurrences of features in the extended mass range. The definition and thus significance of peaks in the extended spectrum is generally lower than in the nominal spectrum. In particular, features above 500 u are sometimes ambiguous and their interpretation should be taken with great caution. However, the statistics shows three preferred mass regions: from 200 -- 500 u with decreasing frequency, around 1000 u, and around 1700 u. Even if no significant peaks are present, the cation signal in HMOC spectra is generally in excess of the noise level when the low-resolution recording starts and typically only decays to noise level at around 500u or later.](emss-76981-f008){#F8}

![CDA HMOC spectrum recorded in Enceladean plume\
During Cassini's E17 south polar Enceladus flyby at 75km altitude, where CDA recorded about 40 plume spectra with its full mass range, one spectrum was of the HMOC type. This is in agreement with a proportion of this particle type of a few percent in the plume and in the E ring close to Enceladus ([Methods 1c](#S5){ref-type="sec"}). The impact speed was 8.6 km/s and the particle was about 2 µm in radius. In order to operate the CDA in the dense dust environment of the plume the instrument settings had to be modified in a way that it compromised the spectrum quality (lower sensitivity and lower mass resolution, see [ED Fig.4](#F7){ref-type="fig"} for comparison). The spectrum is baseline corrected.\
During the only occasion where CDA recorded a large number of spectra with high cadence directly in the plume during Cassini's E5 flyby, the spectral range was truncated below about 100 u to allow for a higher data rate. This unfortunately did not allow the identification of the defining HMOC signatures.](emss-76981-f009){#F9}

![Laser ionization mass spectrum of benzoic acid and benzyl alcohol dissolved in water.\
Analog TOF mass spectrum recorded with the liquid micro beam ionization setup ([Methods 8](#S17){ref-type="sec"} and [ED Fig. 9](#F12){ref-type="fig"}) to simulate the formation of tropylium and benzene cations and their fragmentation ions at impact speeds in the order of 10 km/s ^[@R78]^. Concentration of bezoic acid and benzyl alcohol are 3 g/l and 0.2 g/l, respectively. Water ions are marked in blue, aromatic ions and ions from aromatic fragmentation are marked orange, mixed organic / water species are yellow.\
In order to yield both, benzene cations (77 u -- 79 u) and tropylium ions (91 u), two different aromatic structures are required ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Whereas the predominant aromatic fragments of benzoic acid are at 77 u and 79 u, benzyl alcohol almost exclusively forms tropylium ions at 91 u. The peak at 95 u is a water cluster of the phenyl cation, which is much more pronounced than in HMOC spectra. Whereas the strong phenyl-water cluster signature here illustrates the intimate mixing of organics with water, the much lower 95u signature in HMOC spectra argues for less efficient mixing of organics with water there, probably due to a core shell/structure that physically separates organics from ice in the grain.\
Cations from the fragmented ring can be seen at 39 u, 51 - 53 u and 63 -- 65 u and agree with the CDA observations ([Figure 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to the CDA spectra, however, saturated C~3~ fragments (41 u -- 43 u) are depleted and C~2~ (27 -- 29 u) and C~1~ (15 u) fragment cations are entirely absent, confirming the presence of an abundance of aliphatic cations in HMOC grains.\
The ratios of benzene and tropylium ions on one hand and the water ions on the other hand match the HMOC spectra quite well. The total concentration of organic species used here (≈ 0.32 % by weight) can be used to estimate a lower limit for the concentration of organics in CDA HMOC grains for two reasons. First, in the analog experiment we selected substances that most efficiently yield the desired aromatic species, and other less efficient precursors would yield even lower signals at 77 u and 91 u. Second, to account for both the low and high mass fragments between 100 u and 2000 u, which are absent in the lab spectrum, additional organic substances and/or larger molecules, would be needed to further increase the organic concentration. Therefore, the concentration in Enceladean HMOC ice grains in many cases can be estimated to be near or even above the percent level.](emss-76981-f010){#F10}

![Laser ionization analogue spectrum of pyrene in water/acetic acid\
Cationic TOF mass spectrum recorded with the liquid microbeam ionization setup ([Methods 8](#S17){ref-type="sec"}, [ED Fig. 9](#F12){ref-type="fig"}) containing 0.1 % pyrene dissolved in a mixture of water and acetic acid. The laser pulse simulates an ice grain impact with a speed of about 10 km/s ^[@R78]^. All features marked as "pyrene fragment" do not appear up in the blank experiment with just the solvent mixture and are either direct pyrene fragments or cations formed from pyren fragments clustering with the solvent (e.g. at 159 u).\
The molecular mass lines of pyrene are about 10 times more abundant than any fragments, indicating the stability of the PAH molecule. An isolated benzene ring fragment (77 u or 91 u) as in CDA HMOC spectra does not form.](emss-76981-f011){#F11}

![Laboratory setup to simulate ice grain impacts onto spaceborne impact ionization detectors.\
See [Methods 8](#S17){ref-type="sec"} for a detailed description.](emss-76981-f012){#F12}

![Co-added INMS ice grain spike spectrum from three plume encounters\
See [Methods 3b](#S10){ref-type="sec"} for details on how the spectrum was composed and details of its analysis. Error bars are derived from the dispersion of the count rate from the three encounters. The spectrum suggests the presence of CO fragments (blue circles) as an oxygen bearing species: N~2~ has very low abundance and contributes \<\~10% of the 28u signal. CO~2~ and C~2~H~4~ collectively contribute \<\~10% of the 28u signal. CO (blue circles) is required to fit the rest of the 28u signal and matches its other dissociative peaks well. The spectrum also indicates the presence of nitrogen-bearing species: the 'stairstep\' pattern around 41u matches best to the C~2~H~3~N spectrum (red circles). The error bars are one standard deviation, calculated from the three separate measurements of the individual encounters.](emss-76981-f013){#F13}

![INMS Spectra used to produce the differenced spectrum in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\
The individual spectra for fast (E5) (a) and slow flybys (b) are shown in the upper panel. Below both spectra have been overplotted (c) with E5 (black) normalized so that it matches the 15u signal of the \"slow\" spectrum (grey). The residual (difference) between the two spectra is plotted in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.](emss-76981-f014){#F14}

![Schematic on the formation of organic condensation cores from an refractory organic film\
Ascending gas bubbles in the ocean efficiently transport organic material^[@R30]^ into water filled cracks in the south polar ice crust (a). Organics ultimately concentrate in a thin organic layer (orange) on top of the water table located inside the icy vents. When gas bubbles burst, they form aerosols made of insoluble organic material that later serve as efficient condensation cores for an icy crust from water vapor thereby forming HMOC-type particles (b). In parallel, larger, pure salt-water droplets form (blue), which freeze and are later detected by CDA as salt-rich Type 3 ice particles in the plume^[@R8],[@R9]^.](emss-76981-f015){#F15}

###### 83 CDA mass spectra identified as of HMOC type.

Columns of the table are, number (in order of detection), Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), Spacecraft clock, amplitude of CDA ion grid charge (QI channel) (C), spacecraft distance to Saturn's rotation axis (in Saturn radii, R~S~ = 60,268 km), spacecraft distance to the ring plane (R~S~), grain impact speeds (in km/s, 3 columns), and corresponding radii estimates (in µm, 3 columns). For the grain impact speeds, V~imp~ is derived assuming grains are in circular Keplerian orbits. V~-σ~ and V~+σ~ are the ±1σ of the grain impact speed distributions derived using the numerical E ring dynamics mode^[@R74]^. The grain radii shown in the last three columns are calculated based on V~imp~, V~-σ~, and V~+σ~ using equation 3.37 in Srama (2009)^[@R79]^.

The events where the UTC is shown in bold face are the 64 spectra selected as high quality ([Methods 1d](#S6){ref-type="sec"}). The speeds marked with an asterisk are the spectra where one or more hydrogen cations (H^+^, H~2~^+^, H~3~^+^) are present, which is used as an independent criterion for impact speeds larger than 10 km/s ([Methods 1d](#S6){ref-type="sec"}).

  \#   UTC                     SCLK         QI (C)     R (R~s~)   Z (R~s~)   V~imp~   V~-σ~   V~+σ~   Radius (μm)         
  ---- ----------------------- ------------ ---------- ---------- ---------- -------- ------- ------- ------------- ----- -----
  1    **2004-302/21:31:38**   1477691821   1.34E-14   8.6        -0.22      6.4      4.7     8.0     0.8           0.3   2
  2    **2005-068/12:11:47**   1489063103   4.04E-14   3.53       0.01       5.0      3.7     6.3     1.2           0.5   3.2
  3    **2005-068/19:12:50**   1489088367   2.30E-14   6.24       0.02       8.4      6.2     10.6    0.6           0.2   1.5
  4    2005-068/19:57:18       1489091035   5.29E-14   6.61       0.02       8.4      6.2     10.6    0.7           0.3   1.7
  5    **2005-177/09:15:19**   1498470176   1.02E-13   5.68       -1.44      8.6\*    6.4     10.9    0.7           0.3   1.9
  6    **2005-177/09:16:46**   1498470263   4.43E-14   5.67       -1.44      8.6      6.4     10.9    0.6           0.3   1.6
  7    **2005-177/10:14:42**   1498473739   1.68E-13   5.21       -1.13      8.7      6.4     11.0    0.7           0.3   2
  8    **2005-177/10:15:39**   1498473796   2.55E-14   5.2        -1.13      8.7      6.4     11.0    0.6           0.2   1.5
  9    2005-177/10:19:23       1498474020   1.32E-14   5.18       -1.11      8.7      6.4     11.0    0.5           0.2   1.4
  10   **2005-177/10:23:56**   1498474293   1.62E-14   5.14       -1.08      8.7      6.4     11.0    0.5           0.2   1.4
  11   **2005-177/11:24:38**   1498477935   2.12E-14   4.69       -0.74      8.6      6.4     10.9    0.6           0.2   1.5
  12   **2005-177/11:36:22**   1498478639   2.88E-14   4.61       -0.67      8.6      6.4     10.9    0.6           0.2   1.5
  13   2005-177/11:46:21       1498479238   1.40E-14   4.54       -0.62      8.6      6.4     10.9    0.5           0.2   1.4
  14   **2005-177/12:00:40**   1498480097   5.02E-14   4.45       -0.53      8.6\*    6.3     10.8    0.6           0.3   1.7
  15   2005-177/12:22:55       1498481432   5.43E-14   4.3        -0.4       8.5\*    6.3     10.7    0.6           0.3   1.7
  16   **2005-177/12:24:48**   1498481545   2.54E-14   4.29       -0.39      8.5\*    6.3     10.7    0.6           0.2   1.5
  17   **2005-177/12:31:51**   1498481968   3.26E-14   4.25       -0.35      8.5      6.3     10.7    0.6           0.3   1.6
  18   **2005-177/12:48:40**   1498482977   1.10E-14   4.15       -0.25      8.4      6.2     10.6    0.5           0.2   1.4
  19   **2005-177/12:49:08**   1498483005   4.12E-14   4.15       -0.24      8.4      6.2     10.6    0.6           0.3   1.7
  20   **2005-177/12:50:33**   1498483090   1.82E-14   4.14       -0.24      8.4      6.2     10.6    0.6           0.2   1.5
  21   **2005-177/12:56:32**   1498483449   5.27E-14   4.11       -0.2       8.3      6.2     10.5    0.7           0.3   1.8
  22   **2005-177/15:48:06**   1498493743   2.20E-14   3.61       0.81       6.9      5.1     8.7     0.7           0.3   1.9
  23   **2005-177/16:47:37**   1498497314   3.55E-13   3.69       1.11       6.6      4.9     8.3     1.2           0.5   3.1
  24   2005-267/03:21:33       1506224999   3.40E-14   5.24       0.01       9.1      6.8     11.5    0.6           0.2   1.5
  25   **2005-267/03:22:22**   1506225048   9.24E-14   5.25       0.01       9.2      6.8     11.5    0.6           0.3   1.7
  26   **2005-267/03:35:30**   1506225836   2.75E-14   5.37       0.01       9.2      6.8     11.6    0.5           0.2   1.4
  27   **2005-267/07:34:31**   1506240177   2.94E-14   7.52       0          8.8      6.5     11.2    0.6           0.2   1.5
  28   **2005-303/04:28:34**   1509339440   3.74E-14   5.76       0.04       6.4      4.8     8.1     0.9           0.4   2.3
  29   2005-303/04:43:14       1509340320   1.75E-14   5.85       0.04       6.5      4.8     8.2     0.8           0.3   2
  30   **2005-303/04:48:04**   1509340610   4.42E-14   5.88       0.04       6.6      4.8     8.3     0.9           0.4   2.3
  31   **2005-303/05:03:27**   1509341533   4.64E-14   5.98       0.04       6.6      4.9     8.4     0.9           0.4   2.3
  32   2005-303/05:43:23       1509343929   4.32E-14   6.24       0.04       6.8      5.0     8.6     0.8           0.3   2.2
  33   2005-303/05:53:09       1509344515   5.82E-13   6.3        0.04       6.8      5.1     8.6     1.2           0.5   3.2
  34   **2005-303/05:59:07**   1509344873   7.83E-14   6.34       0.04       6.9      5.1     8.7     0.9           0.4   2.4
  35   **2005-303/06:36:17**   1509347103   3.31E-13   6.59       0.04       7.0      5.2     8.8     1.1           0.4   2.9
  36   **2005-303/06:41:04**   1509347390   8.31E-14   6.62       0.04       7.0      5.2     8.8     0.9           0.4   2.3
  37   2005-330/22:05:55       1511735696   2.39E-14   8.97       -0.06      7.3      5.4     9.2     0.7           0.3   1.8
  38   **2005-358/14:37:41**   1514128018   6.68E-14   6.2        -0.03      6.8      5.0     8.6     0.9           0.4   2.3
  39   **2005-358/14:49:12**   1514128709   4.32E-13   6.13       -0.03      6.8      5.0     8.5     1.2           0.5   3.1
  40   **2005-358/15:57:10**   1514132787   2.07E-14   5.71       -0.02      6.4      4.7     8.1     0.8           0.3   2.1
  41   **2005-358/15:57:39**   1514132816   4.30E-14   5.7        -0.02      6.4      4.7     8.1     0.9           0.4   2.4
  42   2005-358/16:09:40       1514133537   7.77E-15   5.63       -0.02      6.3      4.7     8.0     0.7           0.3   1.8
  43   2005-359/03:01:39       1514172656   6.11E-13   5.78       0.04       6.5      4.8     8.2     1.3           0.5   3.5
  44   2005-359/04:06:40       1514176557   2.87E-14   6.19       0.04       6.8      5.0     8.6     0.8           0.3   2.1
  45   **2005-359/04:06:52**   1514176569   9.60E-14   6.19       0.04       6.8      5.0     8.6     0.9           0.4   2.5
  46   **2005-359/05:10:40**   1514180397   5.38E-14   6.62       0.04       7.0      5.2     8.8     0.8           0.3   2.2
  47   2005-359/05:20:58       1514181015   4.33E-14   6.69       0.05       7.0      5.2     8.9     0.8           0.3   2.1
  48   **2005-359/06:01:55**   1514183472   2.19E-14   6.98       0.05       7.1      5.3     9.0     0.7           0.3   1.9
  49   **2005-359/06:26:12**   1514184929   7.14E-14   7.15       0.05       7.2      5.3     9.0     0.8           0.3   2.2
  50   **2005-359/06:32:15**   1514185292   1.35E-13   7.19       0.05       7.2      5.3     9.0     0.9           0.4   2.4
  51   **2006-016/08:08:18**   1516091868   5.75E-14   12.91      -0.08      6.5      4.8     8.2     0.9           0.4   2.4
  52   **2006-056/05:15:38**   1519537530   1.26E-14   6.46       -0.03      5.4      4.0     6.8     0.9           0.4   2.4
  53   **2006-056/17:46:16**   1519582569   1.65E-14   6.82       0.04       5.7      4.2     7.2     0.9           0.4   2.3
  54   **2006-056/18:48:22**   1519586295   9.86E-15   7.15       0.04       6.0      4.4     7.5     0.8           0.3   2
  55   2006-056/22:14:58       1519598691   1.32E-14   8.4        0.05       6.5      4.8     8.1     0.7           0.3   1.9
  56   **2006-057/02:02:07**   1519612320   6.24E-14   9.88       0.07       6.6      4.9     8.4     0.9           0.4   2.4
  57   **2006-057/02:05:38**   1519612531   3.55E-14   9.9        0.07       6.6      4.9     8.4     0.8           0.3   2.2
  58   **2006-080/15:29:58**   1521648004   1.64E-14   11.6       0.08       6.7      4.9     8.4     0.7           0.3   1.9
  59   2006-080/19:20:46       1521661852   1.79E-14   13.1       0.09       6.5      4.8     8.2     0.8           0.3   2
  60   **2006-337/00:41:01**   1543799608   8.17E-14   4.99       0.04       12.6     9.3     15.8    0.4           0.2   1.1
  61   **2006-337/00:46:46**   1543799953   4.60E-13   5.01       0.11       12.5\*   9.3     15.8    0.5           0.2   1.4
  62   **2006-337/00:55:19**   1543800466   4.77E-14   5.04       0.21       1.7      1.3     2.1     0.4           0.2   1.1
  63   **2006-337/00:59:05**   1543800692   1.55E-14   5.05       0.25       12.5     9.2     15.8    0.3           0.1   0.9
  64   **2006-337/01:18:39**   1543801866   1.86E-14   5.13       0.48       12.4     9.2     15.6    0.4           0.1   0.9
  65   **2006-337/01:26:38**   1543802345   3.85E-14   5.16       0.57       12.4\*   9.1     15.6    0.4           0.2   1
  66   **2006-337/04:59:37**   1543815124   1.57E-13   6.24       2.93       10.6\*   7.8     13.3    0.6           0.2   1.5
  67   2006-337/05:49:38       1543818125   1.75E-14   6.54       3.43       10.1     7.5     12.8    0.4           0.2   1.2
  68   **2006-349/04:52:09**   1544851483   4.86E-14   7.89       -2.66      8.9      6.5     11.2    0.6           0.2   1.6
  69   **2006-349/16:06:48**   1544891962   3.95E-14   10.08      2.6        8.3      6.1     10.5    0.6           0.3   1.7
  70   **2007-130/19:21:23**   1557518117   8.31E-14   4.8        0.08       10.3\*   7.6     13.0    0.5           0.2   1.5
  71   **2007-130/19:32:19**   1557518773   5.98E-13   4.75       -0.02      10.3\*   7.6     13.0    0.7           0.3   1.9
  72   **2007-130/19:37:15**   1557519069   4.10E-14   4.73       -0.06      10.3     7.6     13.0    0.5           0.2   1.3
  73   **2007-130/19:44:45**   1557519519   6.15E-14   4.7        -0.13      10.3     7.6     13.0    0.5           0.2   1.4
  74   **2007-130/19:50:29**   1557519863   3.34E-14   4.68       -0.18      10.3     7.6     13.0    0.5           0.2   1.3
  75   2007-130/19:51:50       1557519944   1.49E-13   4.67       -0.2       10.3     7.6     13.0    0.6           0.2   1.6
  76   **2007-130/19:53:50**   1557520064   3.66E-14   4.66       -0.21      10.3\*   7.6     12.9    0.5           0.2   1.3
  77   **2008-130/23:08:03**   1589067930   1.16E-13   4.67       0.76       14.3\*   10.6    18.0    0.4           0.2   1
  78   2008-130/23:57:13       1589070880   2.02E-14   4.5        0.1        14.6\*   10.8    18.5    0.3           0.1   0.8
  79   **2008-131/00:20:35**   1589072282   4.29E-14   4.44       -0.21      14.7\*   10.9    18.6    0.3           0.1   0.9
  80   **2008-131/02:18:04**   1589079331   5.10E-14   4.3        -1.75      14.1\*   10.4    17.8    0.3           0.1   0.9
  81   **2008-131/03:00:00**   1589081847   8.66E-14   4.32       -2.26      13.5     10.0    17.0    0.4           0.2   1
  82   **2008-131/03:16:31**   1589082838   1.34E-13   4.35       -2.46      13.2     9.8     16.7    0.4           0.2   1.1
  83   2008-131/03:19:14       1589083001   6.43E-14   4.35       -2.49      13.2\*   9.7     16.6    0.4           0.2   1
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![Co-added CDA HMOC spectrum and mass line histogram.\
a) Time-of-flight spectrum representing the average of 64 high quality spectra ([Methods 1d](#S6){ref-type="sec"}). The amplitudes of individual spectra were normalized and co-added. The corresponding masses of the peaks are labeled. The spectrum provides a representation of the average abundance of cation species. All signatures not color-shaded are exclusively or at least to a greater part due to organic cations as described in the text. Mass lines of exclusively inorganic origin are H~3~O^+^ at 19u and Na^+^ at 23u. Mass lines where interference with inorganic cations is likely are: H~2~O-H~3~O^+^ (37u), H~2~O-Na ^+^ (41u), (H~2~O)~2~ -H~3~O^+^ (55u), (H~2~O)~3~ -H~3~O^+^ (73u). CDA's target material rhodium and its water cluster forms cations at 103u and 121u (Rh^+^, Rh-H~2~O^+^) that interfere with the HMOC pattern, but only in fast impacts ([ED Fig. 3](#F6){ref-type="fig"} for comparison of fast vs. slow impacts and [ED Fig. 4](#F7){ref-type="fig"} for examples of individual CDA spectra). For a semi-quantitative overview of spectral features in individual spectra in the data set see [ED Fig. 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.\
b) Occurrences ('counts') of resolved mass lines and 'flank peaks' in 64 high quality HMOC spectra ([Methods 1d](#S6){ref-type="sec"}). In contrast to the spectrum shown in a) the histogram makes no distinction of the peak amplitude and just shows the frequency of occurrences of resolved mass lines. Above 80u the characteristic HMOC mass lines appear, preceded by the peaks from benzene-derived cations at 77u and 79u. A peak that can be identified around 95u in some spectra (Fig 1a) is in agreement with phenyl cations (C~6~H~5~^+^, 77u) forming a water cluster (C~6~H~5~-H~2~O^+^), preferably at lower impact speeds ([ED Figs. 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Organic mass lines below 45u show up preferentially at uneven masses, located at 15u, 27u, 29u, 39u, 41u, 43u (Fig. 1b) indicating the preference for uneven numbers of H atoms of typical cationic hydrocarbon fragmentation fingerprint (CH~3~^+^, C~2~H~3~^+^, C~2~H~5~^+^, C~3~H~3~^+^, C~3~H~5~^+^, C~3~H~7~^+^). Other interpretations for each individual line are possible (e.g. HCN^+^ (27u), COH^+^ (29u), CH~3~CO^+^ (43u)) but the overall pattern suggests hydrocarbons or hydrocarbon fragments here. All signatures with possible major contributions from inorganic species are color-shaded as in a). The absolute masses in both panels have an intrinsic uncertainty of ±1u at 80u, and ±2u at 180u due to the limited calibration accuracy of CDA in this high-mass regime. The mass intervals between peaks, however, are accurate to the integer level.](emss-76981-f001){#F1}

![Formation of different aromatic cations\
Although signatures in agreement with tropylium ions at ≈ 91u are present in every HMOC spectrum, they are on average about 3 times less abundant than the energetically favorable phenyl cation peak (1a). If, upon breakup, the molecular structure allowed for an integration of a C-H group (top) into the highly stable aromatic resonance structure of the tropylium ion (91u) the formation of phenyl cations (77u) would be suppressed ([ED Fig. 2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Only if the macromolecular structure does not allow this (bottom), phenyl (77u) and benzenium cations (79u, not shown) are the preferred single-ringed cations (also [ED Fig. 7](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). Note, fused benzene rings (like PAHs) do not form either of these abundant single-ringed species ([Methods 2](#S7){ref-type="sec"}, [ED Fig. 8](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). Subsequent losses of neutral acetylene (C~2~H~2~) from phenyl- and tropylium cations lead to smaller cationic fragments at 65u, 39u, and 51u, respectively^[@R21]^ also seen in HMOC spectra ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).](emss-76981-f002){#F2}

![INMS organic fragmentation spectrum\
By subtracting a plume-integrated INMS mass spectrum acquired at low velocities from a high velocity spectrum we obtain this residual we attribute to breakup products from high-mass species beyond the INMS mass limit at 99u ([Methods 3a](#S9){ref-type="sec"}, [ED Fig. 11](#F14){ref-type="fig"}). Abundances of these high-speed fragments are normalized to the abundance of CH~4~ (via its CH~3~^+^ ion at 15u which therefore has no signal in the residual spectrum). The species at 77u and 78u match the CDA benzene-derived cations at 77u and 79u. In contrast to CDA, INMS measures the composition of the neutrals and thus the neutral benzene ring (78u) is expected to have the strongest signal here. Many of the more abundant low mass species are in agreement with aromatic fragmentation and oxygen-bearing parent molecules. Additional mass lines only seen at high-speed flybys (50 -- 56u) and much elevated signals in other masses (37 -- 42u and 25 -- 28u) indicate unsaturated fragments C~4~H~2-8~, C~3~H~1-6~, C~2~H~1-4~, in agreement with aromatic breakup products. Aliphatic fragmentation is required for the high-mass end of the C~2~ and C~3~ regions (29 -- 30u and 43u). The overabundance at mass 28u (CO), 30u (likely H~2~CO), and 31u (likely CH~3~OH) requires a contribution of oxygen-bearing fragments ([Methods 3a](#S9){ref-type="sec"}), consistent with CDA's observations.](emss-76981-f003){#F3}
